FARMINGTON DRAGWAY
GENERAL RULES and INFO
2018
We do use crosstalk for Top ET. cars only.
FARMINGTON GOLD CARDS – SILVER CARDS ARE EXCEPTED FOR POINTS RACES ONLY
Fuel purple, blue and methanol
Footbrake cars electric or air shifters are okay no other electronics no 2 steps are allowed in footbrake
No mid range stutter boxes
Throttle stops okay
Radio broadcast is 91.7 FM
Return roads on both sides of the track
Oil dump in front of staging lanes.
No switching lanes in staging lanes after you have pulled into lanes.
DIAL IN: You are responsible for making sure your dial in is correct.
Do not change your dial in after you start to leave the front of staging and cross the line.
Bye runs will be determined by dash for cash or blind card draw first round if we do not do dash for
cash. Dash for cash winner will receive the first bye run .
Excessive leaking on starting line will be disqualified and will be determined by the starter.
No charge for entry into our points program
We will have 12 POINTS RACES AND NO DROPS 32 CAR MIN. TO PAY FULL PURSE
Points will be given to the racer 3 points for entry and 1 point for every round won.
For points races we do not allow 2 drivers to drive the same car in the same class except for the
Carolina Coalition race only, unless your car breaks during a time run the same day of the race.
Car and driver must be at the track the day of race and have a race entry to earn the 3 entry points
except for the Carolina Coalition race.
Buy backs will receive full points
If we cannot complete a race due to rain, curfew or oil downs and have completed 2 rounds this will be
considered a complete race and then Win,/R/up and semis money will be split between the drivers left .
Tie breakers for a championship will be a 3 round run off best 2 out of 3.
If more than 2 cars tie for championship they will be some type of run off.
Tie breakers for 2nd place and on will be who has the highest points race finish in the 2017 points
series.
If during a race your opponent red lights and your car breaks and cannot break the beams then you will
get the win light.
If you break before you get to the wall then you will have 5 mins. or until the end of the round is
completed. Once you pass the waterbox wall you are committed to race if you break at that point you
will be disqualified.
Smoking the tires in the finish line you will be given 1 warning and 2nd time you will be disqualified
Cross center line or hit guard rail you will be disqualified
No one is allowed to be driving a motorized vehicle under the age of 16
All tech cards need to be turned in at the front of staging or downstairs.
STREET CLASS – If you run in street class you can not be entered in another class that day.
If you win a Street Championship you must move up to footbrake the next year. Must be street legal not
quicker than 7.00, Long pants,and helmet.
MOTORCYCLES - all motorcycles or 4 wheelers must have on BOOTS, LEATHER OR KEVLAR
JACKETS,AND GLOVES IF YOU ARE QUICKER THAN 6.99 MUST WEAR LEATHER PANTS.

All rules are subject to interpretation by track owners/officials

